my name is...

and this is my muZine.

Lay on the floor and look up. What shapes can you find? What colors do you see? Sketch them!

Find *Rocker IV* by David Deming outside. What shapes can you find? Draw the shapes. Add arms, legs, tails, and a face to make a creature.

Is there an artwork you love so much that you want to give it a hug? Draw it here.

How does it make you feel? Which shape is your favorite? What colors do you see?

Let’s play I Spy! Try to find these things in the artwork.

1. I spy a barn.
2. I spy a pond.
3. I spy buffalo.
4. I spy a tractor.
5. I spy a dog.
6. I spy a train.
7. I spy a cow.
8. I spy a kid.

Color in *Connecting Roads from Past to Present* by Yatika Starr Fields. What colors do you see? Which shape is your favorite? How does it make you feel?

If this artwork could sing a song, would it sing a loud song or a quiet song? Would it be fast or slow?

Color in *The History of Payne County* by Grace Hamilton.
A Zine is a magazine that you can make and share with your friends. You can make photocopies and pass them out or scan an upload them to your computer and share with your friends online.

**5 steps to make a Zine!**

1. Fold in half (hot dog style) so these instructions are on the inside. Press to crease. Unfold.

2. Fold in half (hamburger style) so these instructions are on the inside. Press to crease. Unfold.

3. Turn your paper over and fold so the short ends meet in the middle and you see these instructions on the outside. Press to crease. Unfold and turn your paper back over. You should have 8 smaller rectangle shapes.

4. Fold “hamburger style” again. Starting at the folded edge, cut on the dotted line. Stop when the dots end. Unfold. You should have an opening in the middle of the paper.

5. Fold “hot dog style” again. Holding the corners by the fold, push together to open the hole. Find the page for your name and fold the other pages back so this becomes your cover. Press the spine of your Zine so that you have a booklet. Now it’s time to get creative! Fill your Zine. Share with a friend.

---

**Share a secret message or drawing here.**
What can you sketch in one minute?

If you could crop a work of art, which one would it be? Make an L and a 7 with your fingers, put them together in a square. Crop an image and sketch it.

Find The History of Payne County by Grace Hamilton. Imagine you are a bird flying above this scene or an ant crawling below. Sketch what you might see.

Find Connecting Roads Past and Present by Yatika Starr Fields. Which shape is your favorite? Sketch it here and make it into a creature.

Sit back-to-back with a friend so that you can't see the art. Ask your friend to describe the artwork. Sketch what they describe.

What did one artwork say to the other artwork? Share their conversation here.
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Make a map of the museum. What will your map lead to? Your favorite artwork? A secret space? A hidden treasure? Something awesome for sure!

Find Connecting Roads Past and Present by Yatika Starr Fields. What do you imagine? What does it mean to you?

Find the holes in the ceiling outlined in orange. When this building was a post office, supervisors would stand behind these windows and watch the employees sort the mail. What lives in those windows now? Make a comic strip about it.

Find Rocker IV by David Deming outside. Create an advertisement for a product using this shape as a part of your design.

Find The History of Payne County by Grace Hamilton. If this work could unroll to reveal more of the scene, what might we discover?

Find Connecting Roads Past and Present by Yatika Starr Fields. What do you imagine? What does it make you think about?

Combine elements from two or more works to make a new one.
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Share a secret message or drawing here.

1. Open Tuesday - Saturday, 11 am - 4 pm
   Admission is always free.

2. 720 S. Husband St., Stillwater, OK
   museum.okstate.edu

3. storyLAB - 1st Fridays @ 2 & 3
   Family Day - 2nd Saturdays @ 11-3
   drawingLAB - 3rd Thursdays @ 6
   artLAB - Anytime
Find Rocker IV by David Deming outside. What does it mean?

Find The History of Payne County by Grace Hamilton. Who is missing from the scene? How will you include them.

Find Connecting Roads: Past and Present by Yatika Starr Fields. What do you imagine? What does it make you think about? Write or sketch it here.

What’s your favorite work of art in the museum? Make a mix tape cover for your artwork.

Find the MUSEUM OF ART.
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